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Abst rac t - -F ront  tracking is a method for solving conservation laws in which the evolution of 
discontinuities is determined through the solution of Riemann problems. This method often does not 
require highly refined grids, and it has no numerical diffusion. We show the success of this method 
through a comparison of simulations of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, an unstable material 
interface, with experimental data. Good simulations of such instabilities are notoriously difficult, 
and we also demonstrate for the same physical problem that grid orientations have no effect on the 
numerical solution. We also present he first results of our three-dimensionai front tracking code by 
simulating an important aspect of the computer chip manufacturing process: material deposition and 
etching. Our two- and three-dimensional front tracking code is parallelized for MIMD architectures 
and runs on our 128 node Intel Paragon. 
Keywords--Front tracking, Riemann problems, Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, Deposition and 
etching processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Front tracking is the combination of two distinct computational traditions. Its purpose is to en- 
able high quality, relatively coarse grid mesh solutions for problems complicated by the presence 
of fronts, interfaces, and other discontinuities, which may be of considerable geometric complex- 
ity. The first of the two algorithmic ideas used in front tracking is upwind differencing, for fluids, 
materials, and other conservation law based problems arising in physics. The second is compu- 
tational geometry, from which we draw methods to represent, rack, and process the geometric 
structures defined by the discontinuities. This combination, which is called front tracking, is by 
now a mature capability in two dimensions [1], and has been used to achieve definitive solutions 
to a number of problems which have previously resisted solution for decades. Here we report on 
recent extensions of front tracking to three dimensions [2], and we also present highlights from 
some recent wo-dimensional front tracking computations. 
Front tracking applies to solutions which are conceptually piecewise smooth but not smooth. 
It thus applies to problems which contain important singularities, or jump discontinuities, con- 
centrated on surfaces (curves in two dimensions). The location of the discontinuity surfaces are 
referred to as fronts. Front tracking employs two grid systems. The traditional volume filling 
finite difference grid supports the smooth solution, located in the regions between the fronts, and 
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a lower-dimensional grid (the front, or interface) defines the location of the discontinuity and the 
jump in the solution variables across it. The dynamics of the front comes from the mathemat- 
ical theory of Riemann solutions, which is an idealized solution of a single jump discontinuity 
for a conservation law. Where surfaces intersect in lower dimensional objects (curves in three 
dimensions), the dynamics is defined by a theory of higher-dimensional Riemann problems, such 
as the theory of shock polars in gas dynamics. Nonlocal corrections to these idealized Riemann 
solutions provide the coupling between the solution values on these two grid systems. 
Modular programming allows both of the applications presented here and several others (elastic- 
plastic deformation and flow in porous media) to utilize the same geometry-based front tracking 
algorithms. The code is also modular with respect o the dimension of the ambient space, which 
is thus a run time or compile time variable, and is native parallel for MIMD architectures. Our 
front tracking code runs on our 128 node Intel Paragon, on which many of our numerical results 
are obtained. 
2. FLU ID  MIX ING 
We consider the problem of fluid mixing resulting from the instability of an accelerated fluid 
interface separating fluids of different densities. This process is known as the Rayleigh-Taylor 
(RT) problem in the case of steady acceleration, as by gravity, and the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) 
instability in the case of impulsive acceleration, as by a shock wave. For both RT and RM mixing, 
front tracking solutions have been distinguished in their ability to compute mixing rates [3,4] 
in agreement with laboratory experiments [5,6]. These computations have been supported by 
theoretical analyses [7-10] which further validate the correctness of these computations. In these 
instabilities, the interface thickness is an important parameter in determining the growth rate 
of the instability. The quality of front tracking computations lie in their absence of numerical 
diffusion at the interface, so that the computational interface better epresents the experimental 
situation, in which physical diffusion at a molecular level is not an important phenomenon. 
2.1. R ichtmyer -Meshkov  Instabi l i ty  
Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability is a fingering instability between two different fluids accel- 
erated by a shock wave. When an incident shock collides with an interface between two different 
materials, the material interface becomes unstable and small perturbations at the initial material 
interface grow. 
This interfacial instability was theoretically predicted by Richtmyer [11]. The first experiment 
of this instability was performed by Meshkov [12]. The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability plays a'n 
important role in studies of supernova nd inertial confinement fusion. 
Richtmyer developed the linear theory for the case of a reflected shock only. The linear theory 
for the case of reflected rarefaction wave can be found in [9]. In the same work [11], Richtmyer also 
proposed an impulsive model to simplify the dynamics of the RM unstable interface. The model 
approximates the incident shock as an impulse and the postshocked fluids as incompressible. 
This impulsive model became a widely used theoretical model for RM instability. However, over 
thirty five years of theoretical studies, such linear theories failed to provide quantitatively correct 
predictions for the unstable growth of fingers at the material interface. 
Recently, Zhang and Sohn have developed nonlinear theories for RM instability in compressible 
fluids [13]. The theories have no free parameters and provide analytical and quantitative predic- 
tions for the growth rates of the unstable fingers at the RM interface from early time linear growth 
stage to later time nonlinear growth stage, for compressible fluids in two dimensions [10,14] and 
in three dimensions [15]. 
In Figure 1, we compare the predictions from the linear theory, the impulsive model and 
the nonlinear theory of Zhang and Sohn [10], as well as the result from full numerical simula- 
tions [4,16], for the growth rate and amplitude of the fingers at an air-SF6 interface. A weak shock 
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Figure 1. Comparisons between the predictions of Growth Rate (a) and Ampli- 
tude (b) vs. time for Richtmyer-Meshkov instability by the linear theory, the impul- 
sive model, and the nonlinear theory of Zhang and Sohn. The numerical simulation 
was performed by Holmes et al. using the two-dimensional front tracking code. 
of Mach number 1.2 propagates from air to SF6. The postshocked initial amplitude of the distur- 
bance at the interface isa(0-) = 2.4mm and the postshocked Atwood number is A(0+) --- 0.701. 
The wave length of the perturbation is 37.5 mm and the pressure ahead of the shock is 0.8 bar. 
These parameters correspond to Benjamin's experiments on an air-SF6 interface. 
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Figures la and lb show that the predictions of the nonlinear theory are in remarkable agree- 
ment with the results from full numerical simulations, while the predictions of the linear theory 
for compressible fluids and the linear impulsive model are qualitatively incorrect at later times. 
The experimental data is also shown in Figure lb. In experiments, it is difficult to measure the 
growth rate directly. Instead, one measures the amplitude of the disturbed interfaces, then applies 
a linear regression analysis to determine a growth rate of the unstable interfaces. The growth 
rate determined from the experimental data was 9.2 m/s over the time period 310-750/~ sec (see 
Figure lb). Applying linear regression to the amplitude predicted by the nonlinear theory and 
to the amplitude obtained from the numerical simulations using front tracking method results 
in an identical 9.3 m/s for the growth rate as reported in [10,16]. Therefore, both the predic- 
tion of nonlinear theory and the results from front tracking are in excellent agreement with the 
experimental result. See [10,14] for further validation studies of the nonlinear theories. 
2.2. Symmetry and Mesh Orientation 
We also report on a different, but very important, feature of front tracking. Because the front 
is locally aligned with the fluid discontinuity, its computation is largely independent of mesh 
orientation effects. The effect of mesh orientation is a difficulty characteristic of finite difference 
schemes with fixed rectangular grids. 
A finite difference grid can be thought of as a medium in which nonlinear fluid waves propagate. 
For the regular ectangular grids often used in fluid computations, the computed properties of the 
flow are not uniform in all directions, but are usually favored in directions aligned with the grid. 
Front tracking, however, utilizes a lower-dimensional moving grid that follows the dynamical 
evolution of distinguished waves in the flow. This lower-dimensional moving grid is referred to as 
the front and consists, in two dimensions, of a piecewise-linear system of curves which constitute 
an interface between different regions of the flowfield. 
In front tracking, these curves are propagated in the normal and tangential directions by an 
algorithm distinct from the scheme used to update the solution in the continuous regions. This 
results in a mesh which is locally aligned with the nonlinear waves being tracked. 
To illustrate the ability of front tracking to preserve symmetry, we consider a cylindrically 
symmetric Richtmyer-Meshkov problem. The RM problem is described generally in Section 2.1; 
we consider a perturbed circular material interface accelerated by an outgoing radial shock wave 
(see Figure 2a). In this case, the tracked waves are a contact discontinuity and a shock. 
Computational results in this problem show an unusual degree of symmetry and an absence 
of mesh orientation effects. In Figure 2b, we see excellent symmetry, demonstrated in that 
even for instabilities with differing alignments with the underlying rid, the growth rates are 
approximately equal and the secondary structures are also in satisfactory agreement. 
3. ETCHING AND DEPOSIT ION 
The manufacture of semiconductor chips proceeds layer by layer with a succession of depo- 
sition and etching stages. There are variations on the basic processes, but they may all, as an 
approximation, be modeled as an evolving surface, whose dynamics is given by a Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation [17] 
st  + g(Sx)  = O, (3.1) 
for a function S(X, t) defined on 7"¢ 3, whose level set S = 0 describes the evolving surface of the 
chip. Sx denotes the gradient of S. The Hamiltonian (or flux function) H usually has an addi- 
tional spatial dependence indicating varying material properties or varying position with respect 
to an ion beam, which we ignore for the purpose of this paper. The semiconductor manufac- 
turing industry has various codes for studying the two-dimensional problem: the evolution of 
cross-sections of trenches. For instance, a front tracking algorithm for moving curves in 7"¢ 2 has 
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(a) Initial configuration for a cylindrically symmetric RM problem. A circular shock 
is shown before impinging on a density discontinuity which has an initial harmonic 
perturbation. The computation was performed on a 200 x 200 grid. 
Contact  
d imcont inu i ty  
(b) Late stage of RM problem. The incident shock has completed the refraction 
process, resulting in an inward reflected wave, a deflected material interface, and an 
outward moving transmitted shock. Note the symmetry of the individual fingers. 
Figure 2. 
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been constructed by Hamaguchi et al. [18]. A proper understanding of three-dimensional effects 
is important for the analysis and design of the manufacturing process and is our motivation to 
contribute to the development of a simulation code. 
The Hamiltonians of interest have the form: 
H(P)  = c IIPN, (3.2) 
for IIPtl ¢ 0, where c is a smooth (C 2) function on the unit sphere. The function c is known 
as the etching or deposition efficiency. An example is given by constant c, as is the case for 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or low energy etching. For high energy etching, c usually has 
a nontrivial dependence on surface angle with respect o the incoming beam. 
Solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (3.1) are not unique, a phenomehon associated with 
the existence of caustics. However, existence and uniqueness hold within a subclass of weak 
solutions: viscosity solutions [19,20]. Volume based approaches [21] to solve (3.1) have difficulty 
near corners and edges in the level surface, where they require fine meshing. The front tracking 
approach to this problem is surface based: we only mesh the object of interest, the moving 
surface. We replace the use of fine grids near surface discontinuities by the solution of an analytic 
problem. In this manner, we can use quite coarse grids for a desired accuracy. As time evolves 
we regrid the surface. This use of coarse grids is a considerable improvement in the utilization of 
computational resources, but requires a larger investment in theoretical resources: the solution of 
analytic problems and efficient regridding strategies. We describe our front tracking methodology 
in more detail and present numerical results. 
3.1. Propagation and Riemann Problems 
The evolving level set is mathematically represented as a two-dimensional interface: smooth 
surfaces, stitched together along curves (edges or cusps) which meet at nodes (corners). 
Requiring such an interface to be a level set of a viscosity solution, admissible in our terminol- 
ogy, implies Hamiltonian dependent constraints on the geometry at curves and nodes [22]. The 
main concern is then the admissible propagation of the interface. If the initial interface is not 
admissible it must bifurcate into an admissible one: for instance, a curve may be inadmissible, 
thus necessitating its removal or replacement by a number of curves. 
Front tracking requires rules for propagating surface points, curve points, and nodes. The 
propagation is based on a finite difference approximation to the characteristic equation. Rules 
have to be consistent and are usually quite generic for surface points and most complicated end 
physics dependent for curve points and nodes. 
In order to use coarse grids correctly near interface discontinuities, we need to understand the 
propagation of idealized geometries: Riemann problems. Consider a point X0, the origin for 
convenience, in the interface at some time t, t -- 0 for convenience. Near X0 = 0, we seek the 
solution S(X , t )  in the form: S(X , t )  = t • Z(X/ t ) .  Since (VS) (X , t )  = (VZ) (X / t ) ,  and since 
S(X,O) near X = X0 = 0 is given, (VZ) is given at the sphere at infinity (X/O). If we can 
determine Z, then for t small, S(X,  t) is determined near X = X0. Denoting the velocity X/ t  
by V, we obtain as equation for Z: 
Z(V)  - V .  (VZ)(V) + H ((VZ) (V)) = 0, (3.3) 
which is also referred to as a Hamilton-Jacobi equation, and which has a parallel theory of 
viscosity solutions [19,20]. One needs to construct an admissible level set Z = 0 subject to the 
boundary conditions on the sphere at infinity imposed by the interface geometry at X0. 
As shown in [19,20,22] a unique admissible Lipschitz solution exists and, therefore, at least in 
theory, the matter of propagation and bifurcation is resolved. The main ingredient o our front 




Figure 3. Shape of etch rate e for O between -lr/2 and 7r/2. 
Inside top of hole (t = 0). 
Inside bottom of hole (t --- 0). 
Figure 4. Riemann solutions for the node-types in a square hole. 
The propagation algorithm is simplest when the initial interface is admissible verywhere, i.e., 
bifurcation is not required. 
SURFACE POINTS. Let X be a surface point with unit  normal P.  The R iemann problem has 
only one solution: Z(V)  = P • V - H(P ) .  Since there is no discontinuity to track, we have a 
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Inside top of hole (t > 0). 
Inside bottom of hole (t > 0). 
Figure 4. (cont.) 
single constraint on the velocity V at the point X,  namely Z(V)  = O, or P .  V -- H(P) ,  which 
specifies the normal component of V. 
CURVE POINTS. (Shocks) At a curve point X,  the tangent directions to the interface consist of 
two hyperplanes with normals P0 and P1. For a vector a tangent to the curve at X,  we must 
have: P0 • a = P1 • a. I f  X is an admissible curve point, Z is of the form Z = Po • V - H(Po)  on 
one side and of the form Z -- P1 • V - H(P1)  on the other. Since we want to track the curve, 
we choose the velocity V, so that  Z(V)  = 0 which leads to two equations: P i  • V - H(P i )  = 0, 
i - -0 ,1 .  
NODE POINTS. A typical case is a triple point: where three planes with normals P0, P1, and P2 
meet. In the admissible case [22], the triple point propagates as a triple point and its velocity V 
is determined by P i  • V - H ( P i  ) = O, i = 0, 1, 2. 
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Figure 5. Shown are, above, the initial interface and, below, the propagated interface. 
3.2. Example  
As a first approximat ion,  one may take the etch rate c as a function of angle between surface 
normal  and the direct ion of the ion beam. A l though at first glance, one might expect the etch 
rate to be largest when this angle is 0 radians and to decrease monotonical ly  as this angle varies 
from 0 to 1r/2 radians, this is not necessari ly the case. Under most c i rcumstances the largest etch 
rate is obta ined at a nonzero angle and the graph of c as a function of O = Z (P, beam) can be 
as in F igure 3. 
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In the example we present, c has that form c(0) = 5 cos 2 e - 4 cos 4 e.  
The initial geometry is a square hole in a horizontal plane which the ion beam enters vertically. 
This initial geometry has four curves at the bottom, four vertical curves, and four curves along 
the rim as well as four nodes at the bottom and four along the top. The etch rate in our example 
is zero on the vertical sides and positive on the horizontal sides. 
In Figure 4, we graphically represent of the solution of the Riemann problems for the two types 
of nodes. Near the rim, the geometry bifurcates into two systems of curves: a copy of the original 
geometry which moves down vertically and a closed curve, rounded in the vicinity of corners of 
the initial condition, which moves into (and with) the horizontal plane. Together they span a 
beveled surface, conically shaped near the corners. Near the bottom, the geometry also changes, 
albeit it less drastically. The perfectly vertical sides in the initial condition turn into surfaces 
which have a shock where they meet the bottom plane under an angle of less than 7r/2 radians, 
and steepen to become vertical, where no etching takes place. These surfaces meet at a shock. 
In our computation, we then track thirteen curves, one of which is closed, and eight nodes with 
nontrivial Riemann problems for each. 
In order to initialize this geometry, we constructed as initial condition an approximation to 
the bifurcation. Figure 5a shows a side view of this initial condition. This approximation has 
sharp corners along the rim, a poor approximation to a smoothly rounded curve; the sides of the 
hole are not quite vertical at the bottom. No further geometric bifurcations take place during 
the numerical experiment. Figure 5b shows the propagated interface from the same vantage 
point. Etching has clearly occurred: the propagated interface is deeper and wider than the 
initial interface. Also, one can clearly discern that the beveled interface at the rim has rounded 
significantly in the corners. 
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